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  Sevillanas Despacio para empezar (Sevillanas slowly for beginners).CD 

 
12.95 €
18.28 USD

 Songs: 
  CD1 
  1 Sevillanas del Siglo XVIII 
  2 Sevillanas del Siglo XVIII 
  3 Sevillanas del Siglo XVIII.

Versión Karaoke 
  4 Mírala Cara a Cara 
  5 Mírala Cara a Cara 
  6 Mírala Cara a Cara. Versión

Karaoke 
  7 Pasa la Vida 
  8 Pasa la Vida 
  9 Pasa la Vida. Versión

Karaoke 
  10 El Adiós 
  11 El Adiós 
  12 El Adiós. Versión Karaoke 
  13 Por la Bahía 
  14 La Historia de una

Amapola 
  15 Preguntadme 
  16 Popurrí Rumbas Lentas 
  17 Popurrí Rumbas Rápidas 

"Sevillanas despacio para empezar" is the perfect cd to begin dancing sevillanas. Thanks to this cd "Sevillanas despacio para
empezar" you will learn how to dance sevillanas at different speeds. We know that the most beautiful Sevillanas are the slow
ones as they are when the dancer has the chance to show off. You will also find a melting-pot of slow and speed rumbas;
with lyrics in Spanish, English and Japanese.

Singing: Charo Martín, Alberto Expósito and Manuel Pastor Morillo
Guitar: Manuel Herrera
Percussion: Manuel Herrera
Bass: Pablo Zapata
Violin: Cristina Lorenzo
Cajon: Andrej Vujicic
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  Guide to learn to play castanets - Dvd 

 
28.95 €
40.87 USD

The definitive guide to learn to play castanets.
This collection of Dvd's introduces the beginner to the exciting world of castanets through a simple methodology of the basic
technique of castanet playing and the accompaniment of the sevillanas dance with castanets. This combination, together
with the technologies of image and sound convert this collection into a veritable school of playing the castanets to the
rhythm of sevillanas.
Each volume consists of two Dvd's. The first concentrates exclusively on castanet technique, on playing the castanets to the
sevillanas rhythmn and on the different dance steps of the sevillanas, both for the woman and the man.

Bloc 1
Castanet Technique Exercises.

Bloc 2
Technique of Sevillanas Dance Steps.

Bloc 3
Footwork Technique Exercises.

Bloc 4
Arm Technique Exercises.
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Bloc 5
Body Exercises for Sevillanas.

Bloc 6
The Four Sevillanas Danced with a Partner.

The second Dvd is divided into four sections: foot exercises, arm exercises, dancing with a partner and the complete
sevillanas.

First Section:

Foot exercises focus on the foot technique in the sevillanas dance, both for the woman and for the man, dividing each
sevillana into four parts: the beginning of the song or melody, the first part, the second part and the finale or ending.

Second Section:
Arm exercises, with castanet accompaniment, for both the woman and man are studied. In these exercises each sevillana is
also studied in four parts: the beginning of the song or melody the first part, the second part and the finales or ending. Each
tiem that we study the foot exercisesk as well as the arm exercises, we will analyze the measures of the sevillanas by
counting them in order to achieve a perfect knowledge of the rhythm and structure of the sevillanas.

Third Section:
The technique of the dance, executed with a partner is studied, as well as the castanet accompaniment. Each sevillana is
divided into four parts: the beginning of the song or melody, the first part, the second part and the finales or ending.

Fourth Section: The complete sevillanas done as a couple.
Once this method has been studied, we will have a perfect knowledge of the sevillanas dance and the accompaning castanet
technique.

Including 2 DVDs.
135 minutes long.
Languages; Spanish, English, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Sevillanas course - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

In the first part we will study all the steps in detail.
We also teach you some simple techniques of Flamenco Dancing to learn how to control your hands, arms and feet. 
The second part (advanced) is dedicated to personality and style both for males and females dancers. 

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.

Palos:
Sevillanas 
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  Rumba's course (DVD) 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

In this course we introduce the basics steps of the Flamenco-Rumba Dance and the technique required to link the
movements together for your personal interpretation of this dance. 
We study all movements: hands, arms, legs, feet, the twists and turns, and of course...the hips! 

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is full compatible with all countries (PAL and NTSC). 
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  Castanets course - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

We start from the begining, theaching you the correct positions for hands and fingers. 
We carry on with a series of exercises that will help to keep your fingers agile. 
We also show you in more detail how to play the castañets in each of the four Sevillanas sequences. 

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Basis of Flamenco Dance - DVD 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

Here we teach the most advanced techniques of Flamenco Dancing. The elements of each dance are closely analyzed, with
explanations that will help you to invent your own choreography and study the Flamenco language. The "brush", the
"calling", "marking". You will find out where to beging and stop the dance in relation to the guitar music and the
singing...and many more details. Soleá, Alegrías and Bulerías. 
Duration: 45 mn. approx. 

Palos:
Bulerias - Alegrias - Solea 
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  The Spanish Guitar - DVD 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

This DVD is devoted to guitar lovers in general, and also to anyone  wishing to know more about the Spanish Guitar and its
vital part of Flamenco. The DVD starts with magnificent solos performed by the guitarrits José Cortés, Pedro Sierra and Jose
Luis Montón. Learning how to "follow" the singers is demostrated with Rafael Fajardo singing. The DVD ends with detailed
expalantion of the main techniques of Spanish guitar playing. 
Duration: 45 mn. approx.  

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
of learning.
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  The aragonese jota - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

Length: 55 min.

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.
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  Flamenco gym - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

Smart and fun gymnastics to Sevillana and Rumba rhythms that improves your body and mind. The gym teacher beside  the
Spanish dancer will show us the Flamenco touch given to the exercises. This muscle toning gym and stretching exercises are
perfect for any age, even for people with back problems. The video contains: Warm - up to Rumbas. Abdominal exercises to
Sevillanas. Stretching to Soleá, etc... and ends with step by step excercise explanations. 
Duration: 64 mn. approx. 
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Salsa gym - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

Gym, with the Caribbean rythm with: Merengue, Salsa, Cha Cha Cha, Cumbia, Bolero Brasileño.
In case you don't like doing your exercise routine to Flamenco music here is a similar session of stretching, calesthenics, and
aerobics accompanied by Salsa music. The video contains a 60-minute session and a shorter 28-minute aerobic workout,
both led by the energetic Alicia Castro, who works the body muscle by muscle, while slipping in some basic steps for dancing
Salsa, Merengue, Cha Cha, Bolero and Cumbia. 
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Show flamenco - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

In this video we will show you nine different dances, just as they are performed on stage: 
Fandangos, Alegrías, Soleá, Sevillanas, Bulerías, Tientos, Rumba, Tangos, Farruca. 
'TABLAO' performance to Live Music.
Length: 35 minutes.
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Flamenco dance Today - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

Performing in a Spanish theatre, this group of artists has already earned a reputation as one of the best of the young
generation. Here they interpret Seguiriya, Soleá, Bulería, Tientos, Alegrías, and other dances showing contemporary
flamenco style at its purest. 
Theatre performance to live music. 
Duration: 61 min approx  
'Theatre' performance to LIVE MUSIC.
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Gipsy Party - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  Beginners 

Gypsy party' is a great flamenco show where famous artists such as Rafael Fajardo and Angelita Vargas are accompanied by
other gipsy dancers and singers in an extraordinary performance of Flamenco Tangos and Bulerías. Gipsy art is expressed in
Flamenco with that particular strength, sentiment and dazzling light that only the gypsies can portray.
Theatre performance to live music. 
Duration: 35 mn. approx.
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Spanish classical dance - DVD 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

In this DVD we can see the footsteps of what could have been the first "blending" of flamenco: Combining steps of classical ballet and gypsy
songs with orchestra music of Albéniz or Granados , as well as castañuelas and zapateados.. 
the topics we will see in this video are 'Luis Alonso's wedding', 'Goyescas', 'Patinillo', '<?xml:namespace prefix = st1 ns =
""urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags"" />Spain' and 'Triana'. 
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  Flamenco guitar basics - Dvd 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

 Learning
level:  

In the end we will listen to a Solea with the singing of Jesus Fajardo.

46 min.

Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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  Flamenco box and its dance course 

 
17.95 €
25.34 USD

In this video we explain the flamenco box technique accompanied by dance and guitar. The flamenco rhythm was born with
sounds of "beat", palms, whistles, a box at parties... Its roots are dated back to India, "ancient Egypt", Hindu tabla, Arab
Tabla and, the Peruvian cajoneo. The flamenco box was developed in Andalucia, with its own strong personality. Timo
Lozano, master in "Amor de Dios" of "Bulerías", will teach it to us. 
Duration: 44 mn. approx.  
Languages: Spanish, English, German, Japanese.

The DVD is valid and compatible for all countries (NTSC and PAL). Guaranteed.
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